
What is RAPTER®?
Evidence is critical. For programs to be successful, you need 
to know what works. The Random Assignment, Participant 
Tracking, Enrollment and Reporting (RAPTER®) system is built 
to scale for each client to support both program management 
and evaluation, all while keeping your data safe in a cloud-
native environment.

Quick and Easy Participant Enrollment
RAPTER® users directly enter client data through a simple interface that includes 
checks for eligibility and duplication.

Sophisticated Random Assignment
RAPTER® helps you run a randomized controlled trial. The client enrollment process 
is tailored to follow your specified randomization algorithm and automatically 
assign clients into treatment and control groups.

Comprehensive Service Tracking
RAPTER® helps you manage client attendance, service receipt, referrals, incentives, 
attendance, contact information, and other data.  

Flexible and Easy-to-Use Reporting
RAPTER® helps you run your program and monitor your results with report 
templates, data extracts, and dashboard visualizations;  RAPTER® can be 
customized to meet your other reporting needs.

Confidence and Control Over Your Vital Data 
Your programs and evaluations collect large amounts of vital data and you need 
to keep those data safe. RAPTER® is cloud-native and was built to secure Federal 
Information Security Management Act (FISMA) Moderate standards. 
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http://bit.ly/RAPTER

“….[Mathematica] has software available that not only supports random assignment 
but can also be used for baseline surveys, consent, and participant tracking. 
This is a benefit to the government because such a system does not need to be 
developed, there are already trainings available, it can be tailored, and it already 
meets [Federal Information Security Management Act] standards.” -Federal client

“Our funders and partners know what our program is doing. They know our 
numbers and how we’re doing—that’s the biggest advantage and improvement 
they’ve had with using RAPTER®.” -Nonprofit client

“It’s been great to just ramp up our operations with the help of RAPTER® and 
not fear the data was going to disappear or that we couldn’t keep up with it.” 
-Nonprofit client


